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This is the Newsletter of SEARS, the 
South Essex Amateur Radio Society.

President:  Dave Speechley, G4UVJ, SK
Chairman:  Terry Howchem, G1FBW
Secretary:  Mark Callow, 2E0RMT
Treasurer:  Dave Ellis, G4AJY.

The weather has improved in time for the opening of SEARS' season of 
field events and outdoor actiivities.  From now until the autumn there will 
be plenty of opportunities to do radio in the open air while enjoying the 
camaraderie of fellow-enthususiasts and Vic's lovely bacon butties.  And 
we will be holding the SEARS 35th Anniversary party, complete with a 
sumptious cake, during the summer.

In this edition you can find a report of our first field event of the season, 
our station at Rayleigh Windmill for WOTA (Windmills on the Air). This 
was one of our best WOTAs, as you'll see from the article.  There's a 
report also of another field event - the RSGB NFD (National Field 
Day) in which  SEARS CW operators participated with the Essex CW 
team at Tollesbury.

There are articles about watchkeeping at sea during the Radio 
Officer era, the simplest-possible oscillator, and computer 
programming to solve recreational maths problems.  This month's 
review focuses on the MK-168 tester, which tests most passive and 
active components.

At last month's Club meeting, Tim Wander gave a fascinating talk 
entitled "Marconi and The Birth of Radio" and this is also reported.

These plus more make this month's newsletter good reading - enjoy!

Founded
in 1982

Affiliated with 
the RSGB

From the Editor's Desk

Dave/G4AJY 
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SEARS at Rayleigh Windmill

On Sunday May 13th SEARS held their first field event of the season.  As 
usual, we opened the season at Rayleigh Windmill for the annual Windmills on 
the Air day.

Things didn't start too well - it was raining as we erected the gazebo and 
antennas, and not a few of us wondered if we should be there at all.  However, 
there were plenty of warm bodies to get everything set up, and we were soon 
on the air.  Vic/G6BHE had hot bacon butties circulating in short order.  While 
we were all munching, the rain stopped, the sun came out, and the QSOs 
started coming in.

Things went from strength to strength after that.  The 2 metre station was 
going non-stop, with three different Mills in a hook up simultaneously at one 
point.  A string of operators made 62 Mill QSOs altogether.  It was impressive 
to see so many operators having a go, including visitors.  I think we recruited 
some new members from that.

On the HF rig SSB was very poor, but CW held up well with 28 QSOs including 
the best DX of the day from Dave/G4AJY - Japan.  Tony/G0YJI made his debut 
on the key for the club with a couple of QSOs.  Well done, Tony.

This was our first ever field event without Dave/G4UVJ to lead, and although 
things weren't quite as smooth as usual, we still had a really successul day.  
And, most importantly of all, it was fun.

G4AJY supervising, G7OED 
assisting, 2E0RMT working. M0XMT on the Mike, M0PSX logging

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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Watchkeeping at Sea - 2

I wrote last month about watchkeeping hours at sea for Radio Officers.  You 
will have gathered from the article that, in any given region, most R/Os were 
off watch at the same time.  So what happens if you're on a sinking ship out of 
range of any coast stations during one of those periods?  How can you call 
for help if all the Sparks for hundreds of miles around are off watch?

This is where the auto-alarm comes in.  When the R/O went off watch he 
turned this device on.  It would respond to an automated distress call by 
ringing an alarm bell in the R/O's cabin and on the bridge.  An off-watch 
Sparks, on hearing the bell, would rush to the shack and fire the transceiver 
up post-haste, tuning immediately to 500 KHz to pick up the distress 
message.  Conversely, we all had (by law) to test the autoalarm and set it on 
before going off watch.  This had to be logged every time.

The autoalarm worked by keying the main transmitter with 12 four-second 
dashes separated by one-second spaces.  The correct receipt of any 4 
consecutive dashes would trigger every autoalarm in range.

The early ones were entirely mechanical - a DC motor with speed-regulating 
flyweights, wheels with cams to operate contacts, and not much else.  Later 
they were more sophisticated.  The one shown, the famous Marconi 
LifeGuard, used 24 valves and could do a lot of other things.  By the time 
satellites made R/O's redundant in 1998, they were all solid state.

So how could you accurately send an 
autoalarm signal if your machine was 
kaput?  Take a look at the radio room 
clock shown.  

Those red dashes around the edge are 
provided for just such an emergency.  All 
you have to do is hold down the key as 
the second hand sweeps over red dashes 
and realease it in the spaces.  Voile!  
Perfect autoalarm signals every time.  I'll 
explain what the the other red and green 
sectors are for in next month's news 
letter, together with some more about 
what other duties the R/O performed.

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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The Simplest Oscillator?

In last month's issue I challenged you to 
make an oscillator with the least possible 
number of components.  I have two 
offerings for you.

The first employs just two components.  
I used an old transistor push-pull Class 
B  audio  output  transformer  and  a 
BC107 NPN transistor.  I didn't need to 
use the output winding at all.

From  the  schematic  you  can  see  the 
unusually low power supply - only 700 
mV, just enough to turn the transistor 
on.   Once  it  starts  to  oscillates,  the 
auto-transformer  action  provides 
collector  current  and  a  12  volt  peak 
output from the collector at a frequency 
around 57 Hz.

The second offering uses one of the six 
Schmidt triggers in a CD40106, one resistor 
and one capacitor - three components in all.

It can oscillate in a wide frequency range, 
determined by R and C.  The frequency is 
also dependent on the supply voltage.

It works beautifully, and, like all Schmidt 
devices, produces a really neat square 
wave.  This particular set of values and a 5v 
supply generates a frequency  of about 2 
KHz.

One big advantage of this type of oscillator 
is that you still have 5 Schmidt triggers left 
in the chip to use for other things.

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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ON June 13th at the regular SEARS Club night we were treated to a 
fascinating and informative talk by Tim Wander, writer, historian, lecturer, 
and curator of several museums.  His subject was "Marconi and the Birth 
of Radio."

He bought Marconi alive as the first great entrepeneur, and the man who 
was first to unite all the great theoretical work on electromagnetism into 
working wireless systems.  He was an empirical developer, producing 
massive improvement in the coherer and antennas, developing the tuned 
circuit and much more.

He eventually circled the world with wireless, took over the cable system, 
and pioneered work in radar, tv, computers, and many things we take for 
granted today.

Tim showed how Marconi changed the world in ten short years through a 
series of key moments such as the invention of the tuned circuit.  He 
used his tremendous self-belief, business acumen and even 
showmanship to pursue his dream and turn it into reality.

Tim is a great speaker and had us spellbound throughout his delivery.  He 
has agreed to return next year to give a talk on the birth of broadcasting.  
Watch this space for futher details in the new year.

Talk By Tim Wander

After the talk, some of Tim's 
books were on display, 
including his impressive 
magnus opus, "Building the 
Wireless Age."

You can find out more  about 
Tim and h is numerous 
publications by using the 
following link:

https://marconibooks.co.uk/
about.php

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
https://marconibooks.co.uk/about.php
https://marconibooks.co.uk/about.php
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Frequency Doubler Using NAND Gates

The prize for last month's challenge to make an 
oscillator remains unclaimed.  So I'm offering it 
again this month with a new challenge.

All you have to do is come up with a frequency-
doubling circuit and working prototype using 
only NAND logic gates and passives (R, C, etc).  
You can use as many or as few of these gates 
as you wish.

You may be interested to know that you can 
buy a 5-pack of quality Texas Instruments 
CD4011 chips for only £1.99 including postage 
on ebay - and it's a UK seller.  Reminder:  Each 
CD4011 chip contains four complete NAND 
gates, so you get twenty in this pack, far more 
than you need to complete the challenge.

The prize is a very useful little book which 
should be in every Ham's library.  It will show 
you how to resolve EMC problems when irate 
members of your household and neighbours 
(not to mention Ofcom) come knocking.

GB1GANT THIS IS 1BELOST.  I'M IN YOUR ROAD, OM,
BUT CAN'T FIND YOUR HOUSE.  WHAT'S THE NUMBER?

Hi, 
Grandad!  

Will I be as 
big as you 

when I grow 
up?

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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SEARS Member honoured by Essex Raynet

SEARS member Pete Sipple/M0PSX is also a dedicated member of Essex 
Raynet and a very active supporter of their vital work.  Pete is well-
known as the founder and "head honcho" of Essex Ham, but prefers to 
remain modestly sotto voce about his community work, such as the 
Southend Hospital Radio project and, of course, Essex Raynet.

He has now been voted Contributor of the Year  for 2017 in terms of 
effort and input to the organisation.  His name is the latest inscribed on 
their shield of honour.

The County Controller for Essex Raynet is Mark Callow/2E0RMT, who is 
also the Secretary of SEARS.  At their club night on June 13th, Mark 
presented Pete with the shield.

SEARS is proud that two of its members are contributing so much to 
such a worthy organisation.  They use their Amater Radio skills to first 
class effect in maintaining communications not just in emergency and 
disaster situations when regular communications fail, but also in a wide 
range of very worthy charity work.  Well done, lads, and congratulations.

For more information about EssexRaynet, follow this link:
www.essexraynet.co.uk/

The Presentation
Hard at work on an 
Essex Raynet event

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=essex+raynet&oq=essex+raynet&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i60l3j69i64.2810j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
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Review of the MK-168 Transistor/LCR/ESR Tester
Here's another beauty at various prices from under 
£15 on ebay (or £20 from Bangood).  It's even cheaper 
in kit form, but I recommend the ready-built; you get 
more for your money (case, etc).  Beware - some 
vendors are retailing the exact same item for £28 or 
more.

Photographs:

Top left:  the tester.
Top middle: the tester with extension 
socket (supplied free) plugged in.
Top right: the tester with extension 
leads (supplied free) plugged in.
Centre right: the tester with a BC377 
transistor plugged in.
Bottom right: testing a capacitor.

Don't bother about identifying leads - 
emitter/collector/base, or anode/cathode 
etc before plugging in.  Just insert it any 
old how.  The tester will tell you which 
leads are which, the gain, npn or pnp, 
pF, uF, ohms, mH, etc as appropriate.

This tester is like a complete laboratory 
in one for the electronics engineer.  I 
f i n d i t i n v a l u a b l e f o r d e s i g n , 
construction and trouble-shooting.

Recommended!

Great!

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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The Editor's Quiz

For some, the Radio Amateur Exams are a dim and distant memory.  For 
others, it may be more recent.  But how much of your theory can you 
remember?  Try your hand at a few questions - you may be surprised at 
your score!

These may be slightly beyond the scope of the Foundation license, but 
any of even the most basic electronics or physics books should provide 
more than enough information to solve these two problems.  Check here 
for the answers next month.

I'm offering a prize for the first two correct answers:  the evergreen 
classic "Operational Amplifier User's Handbook" by R.A. Penfold.  Email 
your solutions to djellis32@yahoo.com.

Heard on 20 
metres:  "Last 
week my XYL 
threatened to 
leave me if I 
didn't give up 
h a m r a d i o . 
Over."

So that's 
why they're 
called Ham 
Operators!

Question 2.

At what frequency will 
this circuit resonate, to 
the nearest 100 KHz?

Question 1.

What is the value of 
the current flowing in 
the 1 Kohm resistor?

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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There will be no guest speaker at next 
months's SEARS club night on July 11th.  
Instead we will be enjoying the hoped-for 
summer evening and have a "Radio On Air" 
meeting.

This is an opportunity for those who wish to 
gain experience of putting up an antenna to do 
so.  And if you want to operate, supervised or 
not as you wish, you can do that too.  We hope 
to be able to put on a CW and SSB station on 
HF, and FM plus DMR on 2 metres.

This will also be a "Natter Night," giving us all 
a chance to socialise and catch up with each 
other over a cup of coffee.  

SEARS Club Night, July 11th 2017.

"If you'd taken me for a walk like the XYL said, this wouldn't have happened."

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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SEARS at NFD
Every year during the first weekend of June the RSGB run their National 
Field  Day  (NFD).   This  CW-only  contest  is  designed  to  test  the 
operator's  ability  to  set  up  a  station  without  the  benefit  of  mains 
electricity or a fixed building.  This is the sort of situation a RAYNET 
operator would relish during an emergency.

This year, as usual, the Essex CW Club (ECWARC) entered the contest.  
They operated from a remote field in Tollesbury, Essex.  The site is 
excellent for radio, the weather was good, and they collected around 
800 QSOs during the event.

Two SEARS  members  were  on  the  operating  team,   Treasure  Dave/
G4AJY and Steve/G4ZUL did their share on the morse key.  Member 
Tony/G0JYI  also went along to give moral  support  and see how it's 
done.  Tony has begun to use CW at SEARS field events, so may be 
operating at NFD next year.

Steve/G4ZUL operating. Dave/G4AJY operating.

ECWARC CW Boot Camp - update.

The Essex CW Boot Camp mentioned here last month has now firmed up 
a date and location:  Saturday October 21st in Witham, Essex.  Most 
places are already filled, but you still may be able to register if you hurry.  
If you're interested, email to:  info@essexcw.org.uk

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
mailto:info@essexcw.org.uk
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Programmers' Corner

Last month's problem went like this:  Write down the number 219.  
Double it to obtain 438.  Treble it to obtain 657.  So that's 219,438,657.  
Notice anything odd?  All the digits 1 to 9 inclusive are present in the 
result just once and once only!  I call this type of number a Pandigital.  
Can you find any other 3-digit numbers that can be processed in this 
way to derive more Pandigitals? 

The answer is easier to find if you figure out the search limits. The 
smallest possible 3-digit number with all different digits will be 123.  The 
largest possible number of the three is 987, since all its digits must be 
different.  Therefore the maximum value of the smallest of the three will 
be 987/3 = 329.  Thus, the search range is 123 to 329.  Makes things 
easier, doesn't it?

There are four answers - the example given, plus three others.  Here they 
are:

(192 384 576), (219 438 657), (273 546 819), (327 654 981).

I wrote a short Python program to obtain these answers.  The listing is 
given on the next page.

This month's problem.

A UniDigit number is one whose 
digits are all the same, like 222 or 
999.  Can you take two 2-digit 
numbers such that there are no 
repeated digits, multiply them 
together, and hey presto! a 3-digit 
UniDigit number pops out?  Yes 
you can:  12 x 37 = 444.  Are there 
any more like this?  Remember, 
use only two 2-digit numbers 
containing four different digits and 
multiply them together to obtain a 
3-digit UniDigit answer.

Q: Why did the computer sneeze?
A:  Because it had a virus!

Q:  Why give a spider a computer?
A:  So it can make a website!

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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# SEARS Puzzlet #002
# Find an integer n such that the digits used
# in n, 2n and 3n can form a Pandigital - that
# is, every digit from  1 to 9 inclusive is
# present, and there are no duplicates.
# By Dave Ellis.
# Old Puzzlet #042.

def IsPandigital9(nr):
# If the argument contains the digits 1 to 9
# with no duplicates returns True, otherwise
# returns False.
# By Dave Ellis.
    flag = True
    i = 1
    while flag and i < 10:
        iStr = str(i)
        if nr.find(iStr) == -1: # is i in nr?
            flag = False # i isn't in nr
        else:
            i += 1 # check next i
    return flag

# Main Program

# print Result header
print
print " n  2n  3n"
print

# Main routine

n = 123 # lowest possible n
nrSolutions = 0
while n <= 329: # highest possible n
    nrStr = str(n) + str(2 * n) + str(3 * n)
    if IsPandigital9(nrStr):
        nrSolutions += 1
        print n, 2 * n, 3 * n
    n += 1

# roundup remarks
print
print "Thus, there are", nrSolutions, "solutions."
print

Programmers' Corner

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/
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SEARS Events during June

If you can't wait a whole month for the next SEARS club night, don't 
panic.  There are several events organised for you before then.

June 18th.  We will have a station on the air at the Bay Museum on 
Canvey Island for MOTA, Museums on the Air.  This is always a first-
class event, with good radio conditions, Vic's bacon butties, and very 
nice cafe right next to the site.  Kick-off is 0830, and we'll be there 
until 1500.

June 24th.  Armed Forces Day.  We usually put up a stall at the 
Paddocks for this and meet the veterans.  There is some doubt this 
year as to whether the event will go ahead, so please keep an eye on 
your emails for further information.

June 25th.  We will be at Boxted, near Colchester, for AOTA, Airfields 
on the Air.  One of our best field events of the year.  Contact a 
Committee member if you're looking for a lift or shared transport.

Detailed information about these events and directions to find them 
can all be found on the Club website.  We hope to see you there, 
whether to operate or just enjoy the company.

He said 
he neded 
a new 
cat's 
whisker 
for his 
radio . . .

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/

